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Abstract

In this work the notion of automated risk assessment for

3D scenes is addressed. Using deep learning techniques

smart enabled homes and domestic robots can be equipped

with the functionality to detect, draw attention to, or miti-

gate hazards in a given scene. We extend an existing risk

estimation framework that incorporates physics and shape

descriptors by introducing a novel CNN architecture allow-

ing risk detection at a patch level. Analysis is conducted on

RGB-D data and is performed on a frame by frame basis,

requiring no temporal information between frames.

1. Introduction

Scene analysis is a research topic covering a large range

of topics, with applications in traffic analysis, domestic

robotics, smart homes. The concept of scene analysis with

regard to risk is a developing area of research. The ability

to provide smart homes or domestic robotics with the ca-

pabilities to define and localise hazards in a scene is highly

advantageous. This has applications in both the social and

child care sectors as well as for assisted living.

Traditionally, the notion of risk detection focused on

those that use the environment not the environment itself,

for example gait analysis for indoor fall assessment for el-

derly adults [1]. Currently risk analysis research focuses on

the definition of hazard detection mechanisms which allow

the quantification of measurable elements of risk into some

sort of coherent risk score. These detection mechanisms

can be then combined in a framework to build a context-

depended picture of risk for a scene made up of a number

of elements [2]. These elements can include any form or

measurable risk in a scene; in et al. [10, 5, 9, 12] the au-

thors look at the concept of stability as a form of risk by

modelling the amount of force required to dislodge an ob-

ject. This is combined with an analysis of human interaction

within a scene to give a risk score for each object.

Recently, much work in scene understanding has been

Figure 1: Example RGB-D frames from the NYU Depth

Dataset V2, [6] and the 3DRS data set [2].

conducted using Deep Learning techniques. In [11, 3] au-

thors apply CNNs and learn deep features for identification

of places with the addition of context. Socher et al. [8] in-

troduce a convolutional-recursive deep learning model al-

lowing the classification of RGB-D images without the need

of additional input channels. Huang and Suya [4] address

the task of semantic labeling in point cloud data by using

voxel-based full 3D CNN’s instead of 2D techniques which

can lead to loss of structural information beneficial to the

labeling process. Qi et al. [7] also look at the issue of se-

mantic labeling and clustering in point cloud data proposing

a novel deep net architecture for 3D shape classification,

segmentation and semantic analysis.

The following sections outline the proposed methodol-

ogy for risk assessment of 3D scenes using multi-scale deep

and then shallow CNNs networks. Here the goal is the iden-

tification of areas within an RGB-D frame that could corre-

spond to a hazardous patch of an object. The classification

to safe and risky areas is at a patch level with the term parch

to represent a low-level semantic patch into the domain of a

3D scene and it is similar as the concept of superpixels.

2. Methodology

Within this section the proposed approach to risk based

semantic labeling and scene understanding is reviewed. In

this work an extension of the proposed framework in [2] is
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Figure 2: Overview of the proposed architecture for risk

estimation.

Figure 3: Example of patch based estimates with red col-

ored areas to indicate high level of risk.

introduced considering a novel CNN architecture in order

to produce patch based labeling of hazardous or safe areas.

The Risk Estimation framework in [2] uses a component-

based architecture, incorporating physics and shape based

descriptors with supervised boosting techniques. In this

work, the shape component and the boosting approach are

replaced with an advanced CNN architecture.

We describe a novel approach which bypasses many

of the difficulties encountered in scene understanding for

risk evaluation by using a 2.5D representation of the 3D

scene geometry, and an appropriate CNN architecture that

is trained to detect high risk areas and object patches in a

scene. An overview of our method is shown in Fig 2. Our

architecture is based on two CNN networks, a deep one to

distinguish shape-based risks on a fine grade and shallow

one to detect hazardous patches in objects (e.g. blade of a

knife). The multi-scale deep network that first estimates a

global output based on the entire RGB-D image, and then

refines it using a shallow CNN that consists of maximum

two basic units placed in a sequential configuration. We

call this unit-CNN and each one consists of a spatial convo-

lutional layer, an activation function and a pooling layer.

3. Evaluation

In our evaluation process two datasets were used, the

3DRS (fig 1) and applicable scenes from the NYU Depth

Dataset V2, (fig 1). From the obtained results the proposed

approach improved the accuracy and the overall F1-score

more than 5.2% with a 14.44% error drop. An example of

the patch based estimates is shown in fig 3.

4. Conclusions

A novel CNN architecture integrated on an existing Risk
Estimation framework has been created focusing on detect-
ing high rich areas and patches in 3D scenes combining
a deep and a shallow network to distinguish shape based
risks on a global output and to detect hazardous patches, re-
spectively. The overall results obtained from two datasets,
demonstrate that proposed CNN architecture outperforms
the classic shape descriptors and boosting.
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